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SÃO PAULO—Brazil’s epic drought, which has inflicted blackouts, withered crops

and left millions short of drinking water, now is threatening the country’s most

beloved institution: the riotous annual street festival known as Carnival.

Already, 15 cities and towns in the southeastern state of Minas Gerais have called off

all or parts of Feb. 17’s Fat Tuesday revelries, most of them blaming a lack of water,

state officials said.

The exquisite baroque city of Ouro Preto, a World Heritage Site, is rotating outages

throughout its neighborhoods, partly to ensure there will be sufficient water for

residents and the 70,000 tourists expected for Brazil’s version of Mardi Gras.

In Oliveira, population 42,000, which normally receives about 20,000 tourists for

its seven-day Carnival celebration, officials decided to scrap this year’s festivities,

citing erratic water supplies. “Never in the history of our city has something like this

happened,” said Antônio Penido, chief of staff and president of Oliveira’s Carnival

Commission. “With broken hearts, we made the decision.”

The current drought, which has been building for more than a year and is the worst

in at least eight decades, has walloped southeastern Brazil, the nation’s richest and

most densely populated region.

Conditions have worsened dramatically in recent weeks, as the Southern

Hemisphere enters the height of its summer season. A number of popular beach

communities experienced water shortages during the Christmas holiday season,

raising fears of a repeat, or worse, at popular Carnival destinations.

In São Paulo, Brazil’s biggest metropolis, where reservoir levels have plunged, city
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council member Gilberto Natalini has called on the state governor and mayor to

cancel Carnival and all other large-scale, water-guzzling public events for the

foreseeable future. “It would be like dancing samba on a funeral,” Mr. Natalini said.

In Rio de Janeiro, which hosts Brazil’s most famous and over-the-top version of

Carnival, the show will go on—but with a few twists. Mindful that taps have run dry

for millions of the city’s residents, at least two of the large professional samba

schools that stage the event are scaling back water elements on their giant parade

floats.

The União da Ilha do Governador samba school, whose parade theme is “Pure

Beauty,” will now use light-and-smoke effects, instead of water, to depict a gushing

20-foot fountain of youth, said Márcio André, the school’s general director of

Carnival. Another of the school’s parade attractions, a bathing Cleopatra, also will

get a makeover. While the Queen of the Nile won’t be reduced to taking a sponge

bath, her simulated goat-milk ablutions will be staged with far less water than

originally planned. “It’s to set an example,” said Mr. André.

Rio tourism officials are bracing for 977,000 Carnival tourists, who are expected to

spend $782 million on hotels, restaurants, transportation, souvenirs and deluxe

parade-seating packages.

They will be greeted by the sight of receding waters at the Rodrigo de Freitas lagoon,

which lies below the Christ the Redeemer statue on Corcovado mountain.

Even so, the drought won’t sap this year’s festivities, insists Brigida Pires, a

spokeswoman for an association that represents 12 of Rio’s major street-carnival

groups known as blocos.

“Cariocas love Carnival, and the suspension of this is unthinkable,” said Ms. Pires,

using the slang term for Rio residents.

Indeed, Carnival has survived wars, revolutions, military dictatorships, economic

depressions and previous natural disasters. But even limited downsizing of Carnival

could deal an embarrassment to Brazil’s beleaguered political leaders, who have

been excoriated for playing down the crisis and the risk of rationing.

As for Mr. Natalini, the São Paulo council member, he plans to spend Carnival

completing a rainwater-capture system for his home. If Brazil somehow escapes

calamity, he added, he will go to the shrine of Our Lady of Aparecida in São Paulo

state “to light a candle for our patron saint.”

—Rogerio Jelmayer 
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